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Explore a world of creative 

problem-solving with this 

exciting activity book!

Children can draw, color, find matching objects, 

connect the dots, find the differences, and more! 

Includes 33 engaging puzzles for young readers to 

showcase their creativity.
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Color us!

Can you name all 
of the animals? How many mushrooms 

are there in this picture?

Count all the bees.



Can you find the objects in the big picture? Find: Help the pirate collect as 
many coins as possible  
and bring them to  
the chest.



How many pieces of yellow, blue, and pink clothing 
does Alice have? Count them, then write the 
number in the correct box.

What a mess! Follow the strings to see 
which ball of yarn belongs to which kitten.



Who do you 
think is hiding 
in the trees 

near the witch?

Fill in the picture 
using bright colors.

Which character in this scene  
is your favorite?

How many animals 
do you see?



Draw some more super 
kids who save the world 
from criminals!

Can you draw 
some birds, too?



Decorate these desserts. Draw patterns, candles, berries, and frosting. How many pairs of identical caps can 
you find?

Connect the dots 
in order, and then 
color the unicorn!



Color in this happy underwater 
scene using bright colors.



Fiona the fairy is waving her magic wand to make 
paintings appear. Can you help her by drawing 
a picture in each frame? Don’t forget to color 
them in!

How many matching pairs of birds 
and insects can you find?



Draw faces, ears, arms, and legs on these shapes 
to turn them into monsters.

Give each monster 
a name, too!



Decorate these ballerinas’ 
dresses with hearts, stars, 
or anything else you’d like.



Decorate the 
butterfly wings.

Add legs and faces to these shapes 
to make cute characters.



How many balls are 
there in the picture?

Find and color all the 
inflatable rings and 

balls.

Can you draw some swim 
goggles for her?

Hooray! It’s time to go swimming! 
Look at the picture to answer the questions.

How many kids are 
in the pool?

Color the 
umbrellas.

Color in this 
girl’s bow.



Color in this jungle 
scene.

Find the pineapple 
in the picture!

How many sloths 
do you see?



Find 6 differences between 
the two pictures.

Turn these shapes into funny characters.



Count the pictures and write your answers in the boxes. Help the unicorn find the rainbow.



Color the mermaids with bright 
colors and draw fish and other 
sea creatures.
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Color each mushroom’s cap red.

How 
many little 
mushrooms 
are there 

in the 
picture?

Draw 
a few more 
mushrooms 
and leaves.

Color the vegetables. What colors will you choose?



Can you find these dinosaurs and 
flying reptiles in the larger picture?

Dimetrodon

Diplodocus

Pteranodon

Parasaurolof

Stegosaurus

Unenlagia



Use your crayons or markers to color 
the picture any way you’d like! Count the butterflies.

Finish drawing 
the flowers.



Captain Mike is in a hurry to get home. 
Which path should he take?



Color this princess’s dress. Connect the dots to finish the 
picture, and then color it in.

What do you 
think her 
name is?

How many 
flowers do 
you see?



Find these objects  
in the big picture.



Color in this funny 
group of monsters!



Help the rabbit through the maze to get to the 
carrots. Then count the objects at the bottom and 
write your answers in the boxes.


